
 
BUBBLE 
STATION 
Thank you for being part of the 
2019 National Math Festival.

®art and science at play

Facilitator Notes: 

Prep work 
• Below you will find one page for 

each of the Zome-frames included 
in your Bubble Station. 

• Each page corresponds to one 
frame/structure and contains 
building instructions, and 
suggestions for things to try with 
the frame. 

• Each frame will have an extra strut 
(stick) to be used as a handle for 
dipping. See some tips for proper 
care and handling of handles in 
the “Zome-Building 101” page.

This is a great activity for beginners. Don’t worry if this is your first 
time building with Zometool —our 101 section below covers 
building basics. 

Each bubble frame has a page where you will see a combination of 
things to DO,  verbal INSTRUCTIONS to give your audience, 
NOTES for you to keep in mind, and good questions you can ASK. 

Dipping Sequences: There is often more than one bubble surface 
to be had for each frame. For example: 

 
 

1

Dip just  
one face

2

Dip the 
entire  
frame

drop a  
bubble

3

Using a 
straw…

mid-structure



ZOMETOOL is a “ball and stick” building system.  You will 
notice the balls have 3 different types of hole: there are 
rectangular, triangular and pentagonal holes. 
The “sticks” (or struts) also come in 3 different shapes and 
each shape corresponds to a color: 
 
Strut Types: 
Rectangular:  Blue  
Triangular: Yellow 
Pentagonal: Red 
 
Strut Lengths: 
Short:   0  
Medium:  1 
Long:  2 
 
Also, each type of strut comes in 3 different lengths, Short 
Medium and Long. You build by inserting the struts into 
the balls and connecting them.

Note:  Each strut type has unique lengths; Ex: B2s are 
longer than Y2s, for instance. The distribution of holes in 
a ball make struts come out at specific angles; Ex: You 
can’t connect reds in a 90º corner. You can look straight 
through a ball to find the right strut to connect 2 balls.

ZOME-COMPONENTS

DO: 
 
You’ll notice there are 3 differently colored lines (struts) 
and each has a different shape which matches one of the 
shapes of the holes in the ball. 
 
Name of Each Strut (by shape and length): 
Rectangular:  Triangular:  Pentagonal:  
B0: Short Blue  Y0: Short Yellow R0: Short Red 
B1: Medium Blue Y1: Medium Yellow R1: Medium Red 
B2: Long Blue  Y2: Long Yellow R2: Long Red 
 
WARNING: The tips of the sticks (struts) are easy to break 
if twisted. This can happen because of improper 
disassembly technique or rough handling.  

We realize you won’t have much of a chance to teach 
proper handling to your audience on the day of the event. 
Therefore, you can expect:

Stick 3 different-colored struts (sticks) into a ball.

BREAKAGE:  Handles are the part that is most likely to be 
torqued, hence most likely to snap. We are including 
some extra struts to use as replacements. You can simply 
use a new stick to push the broken bit into the ball 
whence it will remain forever.

ZOME-BUILDING 101

Never force 
connections



SET TWO 
BUILD: 

 
 

EXPERIMENT:  
A- Dip just the face of the triangle first 
B- Now dip the whole pyramid 
C- Drop a bubble into the center of the bubble structure

Tetra Frame

1- Build a regular triangle using 3*B2s. 
2- Turn it into a pyramid using 3*R2s: 
3- Put a Y2 handle on it

1

2

Model

Assembly Steps:

C

View in 3D:  https://skfb.ly/6GpEA

SET TWO 
BUILD: 

 
 

EXPERIMENT:  
A- Dip the cube straight down with one square “face first” 
B- Now dip again, but this time do it “corner first” 
C- Drop a bubble into the center of the bubble structure or 
dip a second time to “catch” a bubble inside.

Cube Frame

1- Build a regular square using 4*B2s. 
2- Lay down and add “columns” using 4*B2s. 
3- Close out your cube with another 4*B2s.

1

2

Model

Assembly Steps:

C

View in 3D:  https://skfb.ly/6HIRo

3



 
BUILD 

 
 
 

EXPERIMENT:  
A- Dip just one pentagonal face first 
B- Now dip the whole prism but bring it out straight 
 (all the prism’s “walls” should have bubble panels) 
C- Dip the whole prism again but bring it out at an angle 
D- Drop a bubble into the center of the bubble structure

Pentagonal  
Prism

1- Build a regular pentagon using 5*B1s. 
2- Lay it down and add 5*R2s as “posts” 
3- Connect them “upper”pentagon in the prism. 
4- Put a handle on it.

1

2

Model

Steps:

3

C D

View in 3D:  https://skfb.ly/6GpF7

Notice that the pentagonal  
holes should be facing up 
as you lay down your model

SET TWO 
BUILD 

 
 

EXPERIMENT:  
A- Dip the whole structure 
B- Shake/wiggle/invert it  

Hyperbolic 

Paraboloid

1

2
3

Model

Steps:

1- Build a regular hexagon (six sides) using 
6*B0s. And lay it down on a flat surface 
2- Use 6*Y1s as “columns”, remembering to put 
balls on the ends of the Y1s. 
3- Alternate removing a B0 strut from the lower 
hexagon and use it to connect the 2 balls 
directly the space where it was. Skip the next B0 
and repeat until you have 3 struts below and 3 
above (seen from above, the structures should 
still look like a hexagon). 
4- Add a handle.

View in 3D:  https://skfb.ly/6GpFv

Notice that the triangular 
holes should be facing up 
as you lay down your model



PRO 
TIPS

Pro Tip: Experiment with popping different combinations of “bubble panels” to 
achieve different internal structures

Remember: a dry finger will 
cause the bubble to POP, a  
wet finger will NOT.

WHERE’S 
THE MATH? 
• The surface tension of the soap 

film makes the film adhere to the 
STRUTS ("edge" or “boundary” in 
math terms) of the film,  

• It also makes the soap film form 
into a surface of minimal area*  

• The classic bubbles you make with 
a wand form spheres because 
THAT is the surface of minimal 
area needed to surround that 
amount of trapped air (no 
"edges"in that case). 
 
*given the boundary and any 
pockets of air trapped within it.

In the presence of edges, there are some surprising things you can 
notice: 

1) For example, look at the angle at 
which the sheets of soap in the film 
meet at points away from the 
boundary: is it an arbitrary angle? If 
not, how many possibilities are there? 

2) A point on the soap film where there is just one “sheet" of soap 
always looks smooth.  

That's a deep fact that mathematicians 
can prove happens, no matter how 
complicated the boundary is —the 
subject is called the "calculus of 
variations”— and the proof couldn't be 
done until pretty recently. 
 But notice also that there aren't very many other "types" of points 
(points that are on more than one sheet of the soap film). How 
many different "types" of points can you see?


